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Abstract: Conjugated polyelectrolytes are commonly employed as interlayers to modify organic
solar cell (OSC) electrode work functions but their use as an electron donor in water-processed OSC
active layers has barely been investigated. Here, we demonstrate that poly[3-(6’-N,N,N-trimethyl
ammonium)-hexylthiophene] bromide (P3HTN) can be employed as an electron donor combined
with a water-soluble fullerene (PEG-C60) into eco-friendly active layers deposited from aqueous
solutions. Spin-coating a poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) layer
prior to the P3HTN:PEG-C60 active layer deposition considerably increases the open-circuit voltage
(Voc) of the OSCs to values above 1.3 V. Along with this enhanced Voc, the OSCs fabricated with
the PEDOT:PSS interlayers exhibit 10-fold and 5-fold increases in short-circuit current density (Jsc)
with respect to those employing bare indium tin oxide (ITO) and molybdenum trioxide coated ITO
anodes, respectively. These findings suggest that the enhanced Jsc and Voc in the water-processed
OSCs using the PEDOT:PSS interlayer cannot be solely ascribed to a better hole collection but rather
to ion exchanges taking place between PEDOT:PSS and P3HTN. We investigate the optoelectronic
properties of the newly formed polyelectrolytes using absorption and photoelectron spectroscopy
combined with hole transport measurements to elucidate the enhanced photovoltaic parameters
obtained in the OSCs prepared with PEDOT:PSS and P3HTN.

Keywords: conjugated polyelectrolytes; frontier orbitals; organic semiconductors; organic solar cells;
sustainable fabrication

1. Introduction

Over the past decades, several solution-processable photovoltaic technologies have been
introduced to replace the state-of-the-art silicon solar cells, which require a large energy input
during their fabrication [1–4]. Among the alternative low carbon footprint solutions, organic solar cells
(OSCs) exhibit a strong potential for facile integration into a variety of flexible and semitransparent
technologies [1,5–8]. However, during their conventional active layers processing, an enormous
amount of chlorinated solvent waste is generated, which is dangerous for the human health and the
environment [5,9]. To mitigate the negative impact of OSC fabrication on the environment, several
strategies have been investigated recently, which include the use of “greener” solvents such as limonene
or nonhalogenated benzene derivatives [10–13], the synthesis of new organic semiconductors that
are readily soluble in polar solvents [14], the introduction of water-based organic semiconductor
inks [15–17], and the development of new coating processes to reduce wastes [18,19]. Although high
power conversion efficiencies (PCEs ) well over 10% can be achieved with OSC active layers processed
from the abovementioned nonhalogenated solvents, the safety data sheets of these solvents indicate
that they remain relatively hazardous to the environment [10,11]. Therefore, they do not represent a
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remarkable improvement in terms of eco-friendliness with respect to conventional processing from
chlorinated aromatic solvents. On the other hand, aqueous inks are generally produced through
time-consuming processes that initially require dissolving the molecules in hazardous solvents.
Materials that are readily soluble in water or alcohols thus seem to be the most promising strategy for
the green fabrication of OSCs. Furthermore, several examples of conjugated polymers functionalized
with oligo(ethylene glycol) suggest that high photovoltaic performances and PCEs can be achieved in
water-processed OSCs [14].

Polymers composed of a conjugated backbone and pendant ionic chains are readily soluble in
water/alcohols. These polyelectrolytes have received considerable attention as interlayer materials to
tune the work function of OSC electrodes but have rarely been investigated as water/alcohol-processable
active materials [20]. This is mainly due to the fact that the ions in the pendant chains will strongly
respond to the applied bias [21]. Owing to their peculiar optoelectronic properties, polythiophenes
and their derivatives have been extensively studied and are often considered state-of-the-art electron
donors for OSC active layers [22,23]. In fact, poly[3-(6’-N,N,N-trimethyl ammonium)-hexylthiophene]
bromide (P3HTN), a water-soluble polythiophene-based conjugated polycation, has been investigated
both as an interlayer and active material for OSCs [24–26]. Lanzi et al. fabricated the active layer using
P3HTN combined with the [6,6]-phenyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM). As PCBM is a fullerene
C60 derivative that is not soluble in water, the molecule was sonicated in water prior to deposition to
achieve OSCs with decent PCEs around 3% [26]. However, such a fabrication process considerably
reduces the reproducibility of the devices. For instance, we could not reproduce these results in our
laboratory using the same procedure.

Here, we explore an alternative approach to fabricating OSCs using P3HTN-based active layers
deposited from water. To ensure that OSCs can be fabricated in a reproducible manner, we replace
PCBM with a water-soluble C60 functionalized with polyethylene glycol (PEG-C60). Although
the PCE of P3HTN:PEG-C60 OSCs is significantly lower than that of the previously reported
P3HTN:PCBM OSCs, a very high open-circuit voltage (Voc) with a value exceeding 1.3 V is produced
when the active layer is deposited onto a poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate
(PEDOT:PSS) hole transporting layer. We attribute this large increase in Voc to ion exchanges occurring
between P3HTN and PEDOT:PSS leading to the formation of new ionic complexes with enhanced
optoelectronic properties.

2. Materials and Methods

P3HTN was synthesized from the quarternization reaction of the precursor polymer, poly[3-(6-
bromohexyl)thiophene]] (PBHT) with trimethylamine. PBHT was produced from 2,5-dibromo-3-
(6-bromohexyl)thiophene using the Kumada catalyst transfer polycondensation method, which
is widely used for π-conjugated polymers synthesis [27,28]. The molecular weight of PHBT was
determined by gel permeation chromatography (Tosoh HLC-8320GPC, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with
two Shodex LF-804 columns. Measurements were carried out at 40 ◦C using tetrahydrofuran as
the eluent at a flow rate of 1.0 mL·min−1. Molecular weights were estimated from a calibration
curve constructed using polystyrene standards. The number average molecular weight of PBHT was
3957 g·mol−1 with a polydispersity index of 1.39. This resulted in a number average molecular weight
of P3HTN of 4774 g·mol−1 after the quartenization reaction. PEG-C60 and PEDOT:PSS (Clevios AI4083)
were purchased from Solenne and Heraeus, respectively.

Patterned indium tin oxide (ITO) substrates (Atsugi Micro) were cleaned by sequential sonication
in acetone, detergent, deionized water, isopropanol, and hot isopropanol followed by the UV/ozone
surface treatment for 5 min. Some ITO substrates are coated with the PEDOT:PSS suspension at
4000 rpm for 30 s followed by thermal annealing in air at 200 ◦C for 10 min or with 10 nm of molybdenum
trioxide (MoO3) deposited in a high vacuum. P3HTN and PEG-C60 are blended in deionized water
using P3HTN concentrations of 3 mg·mL−1 and with an optimized P3HTN:PEG-C60 ratio of 1:0.8.
These solutions are deposited on ITO, PEDOT:PSS-coated ITO, or MoO3-coated ITO substrates at
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300 rpm for 40 s followed by a short 2 s step at 750 rpm. After annealing these active layers at 100 ◦C for
10 min to entirely remove any trace of water, the OSCs are finalized by sequentially evaporating 1.5 nm
of cesium carbonate and 75 nm of silver (Ag) in a high vacuum. The photovoltaic characteristics of the
devices were measured when exposed to a solar simulator (AM1.5G) at 1 sun (100 mW·cm−2) using a
Keithley 2401 sourcemeter (Cleveland, OH, USA). The reported data corresponds to the average values
obtained from eight devices, which is presented together with the standard deviation of their PCE.

Two different types of hole only devices were fabricated. First, we deposited the P3HTN layer
from a 3 mg·mL−1 aqueous solution onto ITO substrates coated with a 10 nm MoO3 layer. The P3HTN
layer was then annealed at 100 ◦C for 10 min followed by sequential evaporation of MoO3 (10 nm) and
Ag (75 nm). The second type of hole only devices were prepared with PEDOT:PSS. The PEDOT:PSS and
P3HTN layers were deposited and annealed as described above. After a second layer of PEDOT:PSS
aqueous dispersion containing 0.5 vol% of Triton-X (Sigma-Aldrich) was spin-coated at 1600 rpm on top
of the P3HTN layer and annealed at 100 ◦C for 10 min, the devices were finalized by evaporating 75 nm
of Ag. The current-voltage (J-V) characteristics of the hole only devices were measured using a Keithley
2401 sourcemeter and fitted to the space-charge limited model equation described in Equation (1)
below to extract the hole mobility (µ):

J =
9
8
ε0εrµ

V2

L3 (1)

where ε0, εr and L correspond to the permittivity of free space, the relative dielectric constant, and the
active layer thickness, respectively.

Ultraviolet (UV)/visible absorption spectra were acquired using a Shimadzu UV-3100PC
spectrophotometer (Kyoto, Japan). UV photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) spectra were acquired
with a Jeol JPS-9200 photoelectron spectrometer (Tokyo, Japan).

3. Results and Discussion

A schematic representation of the device architectures and the active materials studied here can be
found in Figure 1a. OSCs employing bare ITO, ITO/MoO3, and ITO/PEDOT:PSS anodes are referred to
as OSC-Ref, OSC-MoO3, and OSC-PEDOT:PSS, respectively. The addition of a hole collecting/electron
blocking layer such as PEDOT:PSS or MoO3 at the active layer/anode interface of OSCs is a well-known
strategy to improve their photovoltaic performances through reduced leak currents [29].
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the organic solar cell (OSC) architecture and the molecular
structures of the active materials; (b) current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics of OSC-Ref (solid
black line), OSC-MoO3 (dashed black line), with the first (dashed line) and second (solid line) scans of
OSC-PEDOT:PSS (blue lines) under 1 sun.

As P3HTN and PEG-C60 have a limited solubility in water, the water-processed active layers are
extremely thin with thicknesses around 20 nm. As a result, low short-circuit current densities (Jsc)
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are produced in OSC-Ref due to the small amount of sunlight absorbed by the devices (Figure 1b
and Table 1). As expected, the addition of the charge selective layer in OSC-MoO3 leads to an
increase in Jsc from 0.041 mA·cm−2 for OSC-Ref to 0.093 mA·cm−2 for OSC-MoO3. Additionally,
the better charge collection efficiency is reflected through an enhancement of the fill factor (FF) to
values around 60% in OSC-MoO3. These FF values are consistent with those generally produced in
polythiophene:fullerene OSCs employing MoO3 interlayers [30,31]. However, the Voc of OSC-Ref
and OSC-MoO3 are much larger than those obtained for the well-known poly(3-hexylthiophene)
(P3HT):PCBM active layers, a reference in the OSC field [22]. This is in accordance with findings from
Yao et al., which suggest that P3HTN has a much deeper highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
compared to P3HT [25]. Surprisingly, the first and the second voltage scans of OSC-PEDOT:PSS yield
very different photo-responsive electrical behaviors. A clear increase in Jsc and Voc with respect to
OSC-ITO and OSC-MoO3 can already be observed after the first scan but these photovoltaic parameters
are considerably enhanced in the second scan. In particular, an increase in the photocurrent can be
observed in the first scan between 0 and 0.3 V. This peculiar behavior is only seen in the devices
employing PEDOT:PSS. After the second scan, the J-V curves maintain their shapes with some minor
changes related to degradation, thus indicating that the observed phenomenon is not easily reversed.
Results from the second scan indicate that enhanced Jsc and Voc values of 0.546 mA·cm−2 and 1.31 V,
respectively, can be achieved in OSC-PEDOT:PSS but these devices also exhibit a relatively low FF
to 33.4%. The differences between the various OSCs and the peculiar shape of the first J-V scan of
OSC-PEDOT:PSS suggest that some interactions occur at the interface between PEDOT:PSS and the
active layer. In particular, as both P3HTN and PEDOT:PSS are polyelectrolytes, our hypothesis is that
ion exchanges occur at the interface between the hole collection layer and the active layer, which will
considerably influence the optoelectronic properties of these conjugated materials, especially at the
bilayer interface.

Table 1. Photovoltaic performances of OSCs employing water-processed P3HTN:PEG-C60 thin films.

OSCs Jsc (mA·cm−2) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%)

OSC-Ref 0.041 0.80 45.4 0.015 ± 0.004
OSC-MoO3 0.093 0.71 60.1 0.040 ± 0.007

OSC-PEDOT:PSS (2nd) 0.546 1.31 33.4 0.238 ± 0.012

We first verified the impact of such ion exchange on the optical properties of P3HTN by comparing
the absorption spectra of P3HTN thin films with those of PEDOT:PSS/P3HTN blends and bilayers
(Figure 2). Upon mixing with PEDOT:PSS, we observe a bathochromic shift of the P3HTN absorption
maximum from circa 440 nm for P3HTN films to circa 500 nm for the blends. In the bilayers, the P3HTN
absorption maximum is only shifted by circa 40 nm. The observed bathochromic shifts can be ascribed
to doping of P3HTN by PSS after the counterion exchange occurs. Doping of PEDOT by PSS is a
well-documented phenomenon and thus, a similar doping effect can be expected after formation of
the ionic complex between P3HTN and PSS [32]. When doped, the absorption of P3HT undergoes
a bathochromic shift, which is also associated with the appearance of a new absorption shoulder
between 700 and 1000 nm [33,34]. We observe a similar appearance of a new shoulder between 700 and
1000 nm in addition to the bathchromic shift in the P3HTN absorption. These changes clearly support
our hypotheses that counterion exchange occurs between PEDOT and P3HTN, and that the changes in
P3HTN absorption can be associated with doping effects. As a result, the PEDOT:PSS/P3HTN films
can harvest more sunlight due to a better overlap with the maximum of the terrestrial solar spectral
irradiance (AM1.5G). These observations are thus consistent with the enhanced Jsc produced in these
eco-friendly OSCs upon insertion of the PEDOT:PSS layer. The large increase in Jsc between the first
and the second scans (Figure 1) also suggest that applying an electric field to the device causes the ion
exchange to extend to areas further away from the interface.
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Figure 2. Absorption spectra of P3HTN films, PEDOT:PSS films, PEDOT:PSS/P3HTN bilayers, and
PEDOT:PSS/P3HTN blends along with the AM1.5G terrestrial solar irradiance spectrum.

Exchanging the counterion in conjugated polyelectrolytes could also considerably affect the
frontier orbitals and hole mobility of the conjugated material. We compared the UPS spectra of P3HTN
and PEDOT:PSS/P3HTN bilayers deposited on ITO substrates (Figure 3). In both cases, the work
function was found to be 3.76 eV but a clear shift of the ionization potential can be observed with
values of 5.30 and 5.88 eV for P3HTN films and PEDOT:PSS/P3HTN bilayers, respectively. The HOMO
value for P3HTN films calculated here is consistent with the one measured by Yao et al. using cyclic
voltammetry (5.38 eV) [25]. The deeper HOMO of PEDOT:PSS/P3HTN bilayers also correlates well
with the larger Voc values produced in OSC-PEDOT:PSS with respect to OSC-Ref. However, such deep
HOMO levels can become problematic when it comes to hole collection at the anode and can cause
large reductions in FF. In fact, a large drop in FF can be observed in OSCs employing PEDOT:PSS
compared to OSC-MoO3. The J-V curves collected from the hole only devices clearly indicate that there
is a mismatch between the work function of the electrodes employing PEDOT:PSS and the HOMO of
P3HTN after the ion exchange occurs (Figure 4).
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reflected by a large increase in the threshold voltage of these hole only devices with respect to those
fabricated with MoO3. On the other hand, the ion exchange only seems to mildly affect the hole mobility
in the active layer as devices prepared with PEDOT:PSS and with MoO3 both yield values around
0.9 × 10−6 cm2

·V−1
·s−1 obtained for both devices employing MoO3 or PEDOT:PSS hole transporting

layers. Similar hole mobilities around 1 × 10−6 cm2
·V−1
·s−1 can also be measured in devices fabricated

without PEG-C60. These relatively low mobility values suggest that increasing the active layer thickness
would cause a fast drop in FF but also indicate that the ion exchange does not considerably affect the
molecular packing of the conjugated polymer.

4. Conclusions

Through this study, we demonstrated that conjugated polyelectrolytes have a great potential for
the production of environment-friendly OSCs with Voc largely exceeding 1 V. These high Voc can
only be obtained when ion exchanges occur between the polyelectrolyte electron donor (P3HTN)
and PEDOT:PSS leading to a stabilization of the P3HTN HOMO level around 5.9 eV. Despite the
additional enhancement in light absorption upon ion exchanges at the PEDOT:PSS/active layer
interface, the limited active layer thickness obtained in our OSCs is insufficient to harvest a large
amount of sunlight. The limited Jsc combined with a reduced FF resulting from a large hole
collection barrier thus leads to low PCEs around 0.24%. Nevertheless, our results clearly indicate that
conjugated polyelectrolytes have a great potential as electron donors for water-processed high Voc

OSCs manufacturing. Future studies to enhance water solubility and hole mobility of conjugated
polyelectrolytes, as well as the development of electrodes with adequate work functions should
considerably improve the PCE of these environment-friendly OSCs. Similar to other OSCs based on
polythiophenes and C60 derivatives, the eco-friendly devices presented here quickly photo-degrade
when operated in air. Replacing the easily photo-oxidized fullerene C60 derivatives with the more
stable fullerene C70 derivatives or with novel water-processable non-fullerene derivatives could be
the adequate strategy to increase both the efficiency and stability of water-processed OSC active
layers [35,36]. However, unlike water-soluble fullerene C60 derivatives, there has not been much
research on water-soluble C70 derivatives or water-soluble non-fullerene acceptors up to now. Therefore,
we should look forward to the development and commercialization of such materials, which could
unleash the true potential of water-soluble OSCs based on polyelectrolyte donors.
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